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ABSTRACT
Websites attack by falsifying the websites contents is a serious matter
of websites assurance nowadays. This problem can become more
crucial if the websites authority do not take regular checking or lack of
specialized experts in monitoring the changes. Time consuming and
growing of websites complexity is additional reasons of the inadequate
website assurance. This paper presents a new framework for
websites integrity assurance through a website monitoring application.
The monitoring application able to detect any modification on a
website to be reverted to the actual version. The Website Assurance
Monitoring application has been developed based on MD5 hashing
technique and SHA26 algorithm. By using Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0,
the Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) of the application to provide an
easy or user-friendly monitoring application.
During the
implementation testing, the functionality and usability of the website
assurance application have been verified by different level of
computing expert users. All the expert users agreed that the website
assurance application is accurate and sufficient to detect changes
occurred in websites. Regarding to processing time, majority of the
inexpert computing users experienced easy and fast processing.
Additionally, most of these users believed that this application can
increase the integrity of a website. The proposed websites assurance
monitoring application is beneficial to serve the inexpert websites
authority with a user-friendly application. The application can help the
administrator to preserve the integrity of a website by automatically
detecting any unauthorized contents changes.
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1. Introduction
Websites on the internet are connected by various network to be surfed by billions of various
peoples, mostly because they need to get information. Unfortunately, there exists some of websites
visitors that browse the contents with bad intention such as to hack to important contents due to
many possible reasons include curiosity and challenge of hacking skills, sabotage and revenge. In
the 2015 only, there are 11,107,846 defaced websites belong to educational institution in ASEAN
have been detected, which effected to 3512 websites from Malaysia[1]. Beside educational
This is an open access article under a Creative Commons
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institutions, most hackers aim for government and high profit organization with the common targets
including political jeopardize.
Integrity and privacy of information can be measured with many kinds of security mechanism.
One way is to support encryption process to provide confidentiality, reliable authentication and
integrity. Another way is to equip the websites with digital signature component to assure nonrepudiation control. Checksums or hashing is also useful to ensure integrity and authentication. MD5
hashing technique are widely used to provide some assurance of protecting data and information in
many kinds of computer system. MD series has been reviewed continuously to improve its
performance and speed. MD hashing has been combined with SHA compression series such as
SHA256 to increase the encryption performances. Research on MD5 and SHA256 in computer
security is expanding and research fills the gap by presenting Graphical User Interface (GUI) for nonexpert users to conduct web monitoring.

2. Literature Review
Web pages have evolved into a very complex and dynamic websites applications. At the
same time, despite its complexity, the contents of websites confronted with some important security
risks. Therefore, research on web security has been rapidly progressed to discover strategies and
techniques for more reliable web applications. Some of the proposed techniques employed machine
learning detection model. For example the research in [2] that use Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) to detect the anomaly web attack. Similarly, CNN has also been used in [3] but the researchers
extended the single CNN used in website features extraction with Bayesian classifier for detecting
the attack. Memory CNN is another work introduced by [4] to incorporate the conventional CNN with
long short-term memory (LSTM) used to detect the sequence of requests sent by a web attacker.
Acknowledging that websites security is complex with multi-attributes components that need to be
observed with different perspectives, deployment of decision support tool for the web security has
been proposed by many researchers. Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process (Fuzzy AHP) [5] and Unified
Fuzzy symmetrical multi-criteria decision-making [6] are the research works that cater the multiattributes components of websites monitoring. In [7], Fuzzy multi-objective technique was used for
mitigating risk of website focusing on medical image processing system. Different in [8] and [9], two
different CAPTCHA techniques have been adapted by the two different studies to enhance website
security against bots, spam and web attacks. Understanding human behavior on website security is
another interesting research. Understanding passwords of Chinese web users from their birthday,
name and bifacial-security is the work proposed by [9]. Meanwhile, the pattern of click-related
behaviors on the web and its impact to the web security has been introduced by the researchers in
[10]. Getting insight on users perception, awareness and behavior on web privacy tools has been
reported in [11]. To educate and raising awareness on web security, cyber security social engineering
research has been conducted by researchers in [12]. To deal with human attitudes towards web
security, researchers in [1], [13] established security policies to enforce success implementation of
web security among the users. Using encrypted algorithm as introduced in [14] has given me an
attractive idea to use MD5[15] hash function and SHA-25[16] algorithm for the Website Assurance
Monitoring system.

3. Research Method
3.1 Development Tools
The main tools for this application development is Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 to develop the
GUI. Microsoft Access is the database platform in the application and IIS server used to store all the
websites to be monitored by the application. The communication between client and server was
supported by File Transfer Protocol (FTP), which is the simplest way to exchange files between
computers on the Internet. For the security mechanism, hashing and compression with MD5
(RFC1321) and SHA-256 have been used. Research has revealed that MD5 is the fastest while
SHA-256 is the strongest security measure. Combining MD5 and SHA-256 can compliment each
other to resolve the slower processing in SHA-256 and least strong ability in MD5 (Refer Table 1).
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Algorithm
MD5
SHA-1
SHA-256

Table 1. Comparison of Algorithm
Security level
Speed
Least strong
Fastest
Medium strong
Medium
Strongest
Slowest

Table 1 show that the characteristics of three hashing and compression algorithms, which
the strongest security support is provided by SHA-256 but it is the slowest algorithm to complete[17].
3.2 Application Architecture
The architecture to describe the Website Assurance Monitoring application is divided into
three sections which are the primary architecture, application flow and algorithm architecture. The
primary architecture is presented in the following Figure 1.

Website Monitoring

File Transfer Protocol
(FTP)

User layer

Hyper Text Transfer
Protocol (HTTP)

Application layer

Figure 1. Primary architecture
The primary architecture presents the logical structure of the application, which is divided
into user layer and application layer. The developed application with GUI support is the main
component in the user layer. In the application layers, FTP and HTTP are the two network application
with TCP/IP protocol. Furthermore, the flowchart of the application is depicted in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Application flow
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From the login page (refer to Figure 3), user needs to key in the admin username and
password for authentication process that only allow three time of attempts.

Figure 3. Login menu
In the main page, users are provided with four choices namely check integrity, revert files,
visualize contents and exits. To check the integrity, user can enter the source file (htm or html file),
click the Hash and Compare buttons as seen in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Main menu and status File Changed
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As for an example, Figure 4 shows that the file hashed was already changed because the
checksum files (Current MD5 and Back Up MD5) were totally different. At the logs part, the
application shows the list of history files that have been compared previously. The following Figure
5 shows the page if no modification has been made on the compared files.

Figure 5. Main menu and status OK
If the user click Compare button, detail comparison of the two files will be displayed. Pop up
message box will appear to notify the user and the changes codes are highlighted so that the users
can easily detect and modify the codes. Figure 6 presents the compare page.

Figure 6. Compare page
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3.3 Application evaluation
Functional and usability evaluation have been conducted to test the Website Assurance
Monitoring application. Functional evaluation will verify the ability of the application to detect changes
on a modified website while usability subjects involved two types of users either expert or unexpert
computer security literate. All the users worked in the University Teknologi Petronas, Seri Iskandar,
Perak. The expert users were the IT department staffs and lecturers who teach Computer Science
subjects while the inexpert were randomly selected from students who were not from the Computer
Science and Information Technology courses.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1 Functionality Test Result
Figure 6 was a webpage from the original creation while Figure 7 was the webpage after
changes have been made. Modification on the webpage was done for the purpose of testing the
Website Assurance Monitoring application. All the users who embarked on the usability survey used
to given webpages without any prior explanation on the webpage’s contents. They only been asked
to compare the contents of the two webpages. The results of usability testing is depicted in Table 2.

Agreed
Undecided
Not agreed

Table 2. Results of usability testing
Expert users (n=30)
Inexpert users (n=100)
Accuracy Trustworthy Easy to Use Trustworthy
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
100
85
82
60
0
12
13
35
0
3
5
5

Based on 30 numbers of expert users, all of them agreed that the Website Assurance
Monitoring able to detect the changes accurately and most of them (85%) believe that the application
can be relied to ensure the integrity of a website (85% of trustworthy). There exists 12% the expert
users were undecided on the trustworthy as they believed that the security of websites not only relied
on the websites contents but requires others aspects to be concerned. The rest of 3% that not agreed
with the trustworthy is the lecturer who never teach Computer Security subject.
Easy is use is the most positive feedback given by the 100 of inexpert users. Although they
did not have strong knowledges on computing and computer security, the perceived that the website
assurance is good to be used by end users. However, not many of the inexpert users believed that
the application is good enough for trustworthy. Only 60% of the inexpert users agreed on trustworthy
compared to 85% of the expert users.

5. Conclusion
The main task of the Website Assurance Monitoring application is to detect changes of
website and notify the administrator on the web attack scenario. In essence, we have the same
opinion with the expert comments that mentioned this application is not exactly applicable to avoid
threat but it is good enough to reduce the web attack that may occur from the contents modification.
Thus, this application received instructive recommendations from the expert users to improve the
functionality including to consider computer forensic ability to investigate the details of hackers.
Additionally, to provide varieties on the hacking algorithm will make the application more robust such
as to allow users to choose any algorithm from the SHA series such as SHA-1, SHA-224 and SHA512 to be combined with the MD5. As the application only detecting text file from the web page codes,
it is suggested for future enhancement to include image or video contents screening.
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